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Editorial –  We’ve passed Hallowe’en and the release of
Cast a Curse, and, now, Christmas is approaching with
new Christmas Chillers and Xmas Bards coming up, as
well as a long poem from the pen of Gary Beck. More
poetry booklets are planned for 2018.

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog is at :
http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps

71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for £1.20
in the UK and £2.50/US$5/€5 overseas.

Available as a PDF for free from the blog.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

The website with access to the wiki and copies of
Awen Online is located at :

http://atlanteanpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/

Tigershark ezine #16

Out now: ‘Mythos’.

To  download  the  new  issue  or  all
previous issues for free, visit the website
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.
com/home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/

………………………………………………………….

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Arthur C. Ford, P.O. Box 4725,
Pittsburgh, PA.15206, USA.

Poetry  (<40 lines) and prose (<300
words)  sought  for  future  issues.
Submit  five  pieces  (any  sort  or
theme) in the body of the email and
include your postal address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via

PayPal to
givemequality@yahoo.com

.……………………………………..

Keep up-to-date with
the blog and wiki!

Available Now!

A Terrible Thing 

A 312pp pb of Carcosa Mythos fiction.
Authors include Cardinal Cox, DS

Davidson, Steve Sneyd, & Neal Wilgus.

Available  to  order  from  Amazon.co.uk
and  Amazon.com or  direct  from  DJ
Tyrer at Atlantean Publishing in the UK
for £12.95 (including P&P).

Cast A Curse

Hallowe’en  horrors  and   dark  poems
from Aeronwy Dafies, Matthew Wilson,
Lee Clark Zumpe, and others. £3 (UK)/
£6 (overseas) – part of the 3-for-2 offer.

Great War: Entrenched

We reach the penultimate volume in the
Great War poetry series. £1.50 (UK)/£3
(overseas) – part of the 3-for-2 offer.

Monomyth 17.1, 17.2 and 17.3

Full of fiction and poetry.
£3 each (UK)/£6 (overseas) – part of the

3-for-2 booklet offer.

A complete list of all available
publictions can be found at 

http://atlanteanpublishing.wikia.com/
wiki/Currently_available

Sixth Ruth Rendell Story
Competition

The sixth biennial Ruth Rendell Short
Story  Competition,  hosted  by  the
award-winning charity InterAct Stroke
Support, is currently open to entries.

The  short  story  competition
was  first  launched  in  2008  and  the
challenge remains the same:  writers
are requested to write a piece, in any
genre, in no more than 1000 words.  

The winner of the competition
will  write  four  further  stories  for
InterAct  Stroke  Support  over  the
course  of  one  year  and  will  receive
£1000.
The  closing  date  for  submissions  is
Friday  22nd  December  2017.  This
year the competition will be judged by
esteemed  novelist  Margaret  Drabble
who  will  present  the  award  at  the
winner’s ceremony.

InterAct Stroke Support is the
only  UK  charity  dedicated  to
supporting  stroke  recovery  by  using
professional actors to deliver hospital
readings  and  community  projects.
InterAct  specialises  in  delivering
stimulating and inspiring short stories
specially selected to suit the needs of
stroke  patients.  The  readings  are
designed  to  assist  recovery  by
improving mood, stimulating the brain
and  providing  a  much-needed
creative outlet.

Stories  of  any  genre can be
submitted  by  email  or  post  and  the
submission fee is £15.00 per story.

For entry details, see next page.

http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/
http://atlanteanpublishing.wikia.com/wiki/Currently_available
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Review      by Chirstine Despardes  

Kiss of the Viking
By Julie Maclean

Poetry Salzburg Pamphlet Series,
University of Salzburg, 2014, 36pp.

ISBN 978-3-901993-47-3.
£4.50, €5.50, US$8.00

What I love about Kiss of the Viking is
that it's understandable and it's  deep in
craft and thought but not in theme. After
all, it's only about touring Scandinavia.
Unexpectedly,  the  power  of  Ms.
Maclean's  craft  makes  this  an
unforgettable ride.

She writes in a natural and honest
modernist  style  in  a  grammar
conversational  and  always  correct.  Her
 pragmatic,  diligent  way  of  welding
words  into  phrases,  phrases  into  lines
and lines into stanzas enables readers to
vividly see and feel what she the writer
is  seeing  and  feeling,  and  not  just  the
concrete  objects  around her  but  all  the
intangible mental stuff that  comes with
it; which begins to vibrate in your mind
with hallucinatory resonance.

In  Moon  Rabbit the  poet  is  out
stargazing,  recalling the hare and  child
of Chinese lore;  the hare is  among the
constellations making cakes for the child
who is watching on. If you stare at the
stars  long  enough  maybe  you  can  see
whatever you like, but “Moon Rabbit”,
of seven couplets, opens on the ground
underfoot where

The scrape of a hare is a special thing
a hollow scribbled haiku-style

and closes with a haiku like a coup de
grâce:

Stars icing a birthday cake
in a silent sky.

In Funny Faces in a Place with No Cats
at  first  she's  visiting  Stockholm's  Old
Town;  then,  in  the  train  system  strap
hangers desert trains because of report of
a suicide bomber; then, on Södermalm,
the  preserved  old  world  island-
residential  district,  she  sees  a
playground:

On  Södermalm  the  toddler  in  the
heritage park
kicks  a  draft  horse  into  a  trot.

It  pulls  a  wood-filled  cart.

The  first  four  verse  paragraphs  are  of
two lines each, the fifth and closing, of
one.  Is  it  the  suicide  bomber  or  the
sensation of  two very  distant  moments
of  historical  time  simultaneously  that

derails  form  and  breaks  the  continuity  of
meaning.

In  Forget the Flowers a scenario she
describes "tastes  green";  at  a  site  in  Today
Me, Tomorrow You "I smell grey", she writes.
The  intrinsic  honesty  of  synaesthesia
persuades me that her time collapse (past-in-
the-present)  moments  are  also  not  fiction:
mentions  of  peat-preserved  cadavers
showing  clues  of  execution,  sacrifice  or
murder;  of  notable  cemeteries  and  a  bit  of
related  ghoulishness  are  points  of  cultural
resonance for her and she makes us feel the
purity of them.

Her form and style suggest to me that
she has taken lessons from surrealism in its
French origins.  The physical  outline of  her
verse  is  four  or  fewer  lines  per  stanza,  an
average  of  five  stanzas,  a  mainly four-beat
accentual meter in a conciseness of verbiage
and imagery.

Despite  tools  like  non-linearity,
fragmentation and contrast juxtaposition, her
works  are  understandable,  not  obscure  and
not  at  all  self-centred  like  unrhymed  free
verse  can  be  for  amateurs.  She's  writing
about the outside world and is expert at her
craft.

The author is touring Scandinavia "in
search  of  noir”,  the  back  cover  says,  and
maybe in  search  of  her  connections  to  the
Viking past. Throughout  Kiss of the Viking
we're definitively in with the tourist reality,
the creep of commercialism, relics from the
past, the past preserved in the Old Town, the
well-cared  for  cemeteries  and  a  Viking
presence  passing  like  a  cold  wind  through
fog,  evoking  gory,  disturbing  stuff  of  TV
murder mystery. The last line of  The Elling
Woman reads  “Action:  Call  that  Wallander
bloke”. Perhaps Ms. Maclean has named this
fine pamphlet after the popular present day
novel, Kiss of the Vampire.

This 36-page 29-poem pamphlet is no
quick read but something to be re-read, with
respect and appreciation.

Buy  it  from  the  University  of
Salzburg at  PoetrySalzburg.com, the Poetry
Salzburg Pamphlet Series (PSPS).

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Coming Soon

Hallowed Be Thy Gun
By Gary Beck

An epic poem of American militarism
down the centuries.

£3 each (UK)/£6 (overseas) – part of the
3-for-2 booklet offer.

Christmas Chillers and Xmas Bards
will be out for Christmas

Story Competition Details

Details for email entry can be found
on the InterAct Stroke Support

website:
www.interactstrokesupport.org/news

Postal entries must be typed, single-
sided,  with  pages  numbered  and
unstapled,  with  payment  (£15)  by
cheque made out  to 'InterAct  Stroke
Support'.  Stapled  entries  will  not  be
accepted.  Please include a covering
letter  detailing  the  entrant’s  name,
contact details, how you heard about
the  Ruth  Rendell  Short  Story
Competition and the word count of the
story. The entrants name and contact
details must not appear anywhere on
the manuscript of the submitted story. 

Send postal entries to:

Short Story Competition
InterAct Stroke Support
Victoria Charity Centre

11 Belgrave Road
London

SW1V 1RB

Please enclose a stamped addressed
postcard  marked  'Acknowledgement'
if  you  require  acknowledgement  of
receipt of your postal entry.

Please  note: Stories  must  be
suitable  to  be  read  in  the  sensitive
environment of a hospital setting.

Stories must be entirely the work
of  the  entrant  and must  never have
been  published,  self-published,
published  on  any  website  or  public
online forum or broadcast.

The  competition  is  open  to
anyone, including non-UK applicants,
over 16 years.

While  the  copyright  of  any  story
submitted to the Ruth Rendell  Short
Story Competition will remain with the
author, stories are submitted with the
understanding  that  InterAct  has  the
right  to  copy,  distribute  and  publish
the story to support the charity’s work.

The closing date for all entries is 5pm,
Friday 22nd December 2017.
....………………………………………..

A Fleeting Moment
By DJ Tyrer

Life
Such a fleeting thing
Frail
A fleeting moment
In the eye of eternity
Even stars die
And existence
Must come to an end

http://www.interactstrokesupport.org/news


Letters to the Editor

Dear DJ,
Many  thanks  for  the  various

’zines,  etc,  you  sent  me  recently  –  I
enjoyed them all. The Monomyths were
all  good and I  particularly enjoyed the
short  story,  The  Haunted  Tree,  by
Aeronwy  Dafies,  in  issue  63;  I  also
really liked the cover art, by AC Evans,
on the same issue.

In  Bard  167,  I  liked  Neal
Wilgus’ poem,  Messages, and I thought
your  poem,  Mystic,  was  really  good.
And,  the  Cast  a  Curse booklet  was
really good.

All the best,
Chris Catt James

Dear DJ,
Many  thanks  for  The

Supplement 82. I liked the review of the
art/photography  exhibition.  Liked  the
unstated  ‘weakness’  of  early
photography  where  the  ‘conventional
artist’s  portrait  reigned  supreme  in
styling  the  military  uniform  that  no
longer fits,  the wig that  looked as  if  it
had come from a Christmas cracker and
the facial features that must have shrunk
in the boil wash’. I hope that there were
WWI photos of military platoons where
the men were lounging around smoking
cigarettes  –  something  not  permitted
before or since. But, I can expect that the
rough-and-tumble  of  the  1850s  with
moving  film,  stereographs,  coloured
magic  lanterns,  newspaper  photos  and
more,  probably  overshadows  such
things.

Yours
Andy Robson

Dear DJ,
Holmes!  Stop  making  that

dreadful  noise  –  you’re  too  tall  to  be
Vanessa Mae – and help me solve this
mystery.  The superannuated  hobble-de-
hoy  is  baffled  about  the  authorship  of
Huff in  The Supplement 83. He thinks
it may be John Haines, because none of
the usual suspects would be able to spell
or  understand  the  words  ‘behoves’,
‘infra dig’ and ‘pseudopodia’.

(Interesting  fact  –  the
spellchecker for that issue has reset itself
to US spelling and no longer recognises
‘pseudopodia’  or  ‘behoves’  as  real
words...)

Fiddlesticks, Watson – we must
hie to London for the game is afoot and
Crystal Palace looks certain to win.

Ah,  well,  so  much  for  that.
Thanks for the latest issue. Paul Murphy
introducing new faces with Giacometti (I
always thought he had something to do
with Pinocchio). No doubt there will be

an exam paper in the May issue and we’ll all
fail BTech art.

“One doesn’t often stare / into a cup
of coffee /  Nothing stares  back.  /  Not  true
with a cup of tea.”* Yes, lots of truth in that,
if only in thinking of the horrors to be seen
with  those  mixtures  of  tea  and  jasmine
flowers.And,  of  course,  what  do  all  those
Irishmen see in their pints of Guiness? Ah,
pretentiousness, Mr Brecht. Though, let’s not
get too controversial...
(*Dragon in my Tea Cup by Larry Granger,
Lone Stars #85, reviewed last issue – Ed)

Andy  Darlington’s  review  of
Legends  of  the  Canyon set  me  thinking
about the area’s strange cycle of bloom and
decay. There were the ’20s, the ’60s, and the
2000s, each with their own eras of decadent,
rich  entertainers.  It  would  be  brilliant  if
someone could put it all into one volume –
the stuff is all in photo archives, it just needs
putting in context.

Time  to  hit  the  teabags  and  stare
deeply into other worlds.

Best,
Andy Robson

Dear DJ,
So,  you  printed  my  Public

Announcement:  Huff in  T’Supplement #83
and missed out my author’s by-line. You fell
right  into  the  trap,  triggering  the  onset  of
Mega-Huff. Thus confirming Newton’s Third
Law of Huffity: For Every Huff There Is An
Equal  And  Opposite  Dudgeon.  And  so  I
move  one  step  closer  to  the  Philosopher’s
Huff, believed to transmute base niggles into
gripes.  Only  the  problem  of  Schrodinger’s
Huff  – both  dead  (not  speaking)  and  alive
(actively sulking) – stands between me and
World Indignation.  But  enough about  Huff,
and onto other stuff.

The  Spandex  gods  put  on  their
tightest trousers to welcome Paul Murphy’s
reviews, so I’ll begin with Queer British Art.
Interesting  to  see  pre-Wilde-trial  social
attitudes.  It  was  Jerome  K.  Jerome  who
wrote the original newspaper piece which set
off the whole trial scenario. I read Jerome’s
sequel  to  Three  Men  In  A Boat,  called
Three  Men  On  The  Bummel (don’t
snigger),  and noticed how eager he  was to
show that  the bachelor  character  (based on
himself?)  from  the  first  book  was  now
happily married in the sequel, ten years later.
(nothing wrong with him, then.) Would have
liked to see the Orton/Halliwell book cover
redesignings, even though they should bring
back  hanging,  stabbing  and  trampling  with
horses  for  people  who  nick  books  from
libraries.

The  Giacometti  and  Renaissance
pieces equally engaged me. I’m still amazed
how  Paul  so  absorbs  the  spirit  of  each
exhibition  as  to  make  his  articles  quite
distinct in character. He had me digging out
odd  photos  of  Giacometti  works  –
particularly Head On Stand (1947), used for

the Penguin cover of Genet’s The Thief’s
Journal.

Elsewhere,  the  Thomas  Land
translation  of  Andras  Mezei’s  Let  Your
People... was a powerful read, driven by
the very energy of its bitterness. The last
two lines of the Epilogue were stunningly
effective.

A. Darlington’s  Legends Of The
Canyon took my fancy. Re Henry Diltz’s
accidental celebrity snapshot, I’m getting
to that age where I wouldn’t recognise a
hip new celebrity if I fell over one in the
street.  Even  the  ‘real’ celebrities  of  the
good  old  days  (you  know,  then)  are
getting  past  recognition.  It’s  a  sad  day
when you see a picture of some geriatric
in the papers and check it out in case it’s
your  favourite  rock  star.  (Some  of  us
should have died young and stayed pretty
while we had the chance.)

Yours,  desperate  to  avoid
anonymity,

Neil K. Henderson

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

DKMS

–  We Delete Blood Cancer – 
find out how you can help at

dkms.org.uk

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Review by DJ Tyrer

Catalonia Calling
By Cardinal Cox

58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 5RB, UK
Free for SAE (Overseas: $2)

A much-delayed, yet timely, volume of
poetry  inspired  by  the  Spanish  Civil
War eighty years ago.

There  are  five  poems,  of
which my favourites are the opening
one,  Your  Beautiful  Friends,  which
obliquely describes the lead-up to the
Civil War (“I saw you at the restaurant
last  night  /  Chairs  and  tables  with
candles  on  the  city  square”)  and
Oberos:  A La Victoria! (“Miners from
Asturias keep apart / Have their own
scores  to  settle  /  Handling  precious
dynamite /  Measuring fuses /  Cigars
chomped in their jaws”).

As ever, Cox writes excellent
poetry  about  a  fascinating  subject,
and  one  worth  sampling,  even  his
more-usual speculative poetry doesn’t
seem  your  thing.  Highly
recommended.

http://dkms.org.uk/


Greece:
Island-Hopping In The

Dodecanese
By Andrew Darlington

Flying  south-east  through  time,  two
hours into the future.

‘Welcome  to  the  island  of
Hippocrates’,  home  of  western
medicine. ‘First, do no harm…’

“Is  that  our Holiday house?”
says a little girl as we quit the 737 and
head  into  Kos  Airport  Terminal.
Watching battered cases revolve on the
endless  carousel  we  unexpectedly
collide with Phil and June from further
down  our  road  –  ‘everybody  I  meet,
seems  to  come  from  our  street,  and  I
can’t get away, because it’s calling me.’

Coach  to  Kalloudis
Apartments  beneath  a  bougainvillea
arch,  with  a  balcony  overlooking  fig
trees  and  pomegranate  in  the  garden,
then a ramshackle farm with a crowing
strutting  rooster,  and  a  mountain
backdrop. Familiar heat on skin. ‘Please
Do Not  Flush Paper Down The Toilet.
Use  The  Bin  Provided’  because  the
narrow-gauge  Greek  plumbing  can’t
manage  it.  Swifts  –  or  swallows  low-
glide over the figure-of-eight pool.

This  is  Tingaki  –  or  Tigaki,
place-names  are  seldom  standardised.
Kos can  be Cos,  and the neighbouring
volcanic  island  can  be  Nissyros,
Nyssiros,  Nisyros,  or  other  endless
variations. But Greece is still a physical
assault  on  all  senses.  The searing  heat
overload. The pure clarity and intensity
of  light  that  deluges  everywhere.  The
colours.  The  flavour  of  the  air  that
intoxicates with every inhalation. That’s
before you get to the sea, the food, the
warm charm of the Greeks.

Ouzo is the gift of gods. They
looked down from their  high perch on
Mount  Olympus  and  saw  human
hardship and suffering, so they gave us
alcohol to sweeten the pain and bring us
joy.  In  the  ‘Rodini’,  Georgio  gifts  us
ouzo after a meal, and when I ‘Yamas’
him  to  express  thanks,  he  brings  us
another,  plus  one  for  himself,  and  he
joins us. Outside the taverna where they
serve  Greek  yoghurt  and  Kos-honey
there’s  a  hopscotch  pattern  chalked  on
the  pavement.  People  pass  by  –  and
every now and then, someone notices, a
kid or an adult, and me, and we do the
splay-legged one, two-three, four dance
down  the  paving.  Close  by,  ‘Cosy
Company’  serves  coffee  by  day,
cocktails by evening. She is Dutch, he is
Greek,  they’ve  been  doing  this  for
twenty  years.  And  there’s  Napoleon,  a
very old big black dog who sleeps the
heat of the day beneath the fronds, and

slow-ambles his realm evenings, an integral
village  character,  equally  at  ease  with  the
occasional  Mad  Max  quad-bike  and  big
hissing tourist coaches as he is with the feral
cats who await  tossed scraps from seafront
restaurants.

Outside  another  taverna there’s  a
two-euro coin stuck hard into the sidewalk,
people pass  by – and every now and then,
someone  notices,  stoops  to  retrieve  it,
puzzled,  they  try  to  prise  it  up,  glancing
around  self-consciously  to  see  if  anyone’s
watching, before giving up, and kicking it in
angry  frustration.  This  is  a  major
entertainment during lazy Tingaki evenings.

Local coach to earthquake-hit Kos
Town.  Buses  have improved over the forty
years  we’ve  been  coming to  Greece,  since
those early drachma days. At one time you’d
find yourself sharing the coach with a farmer
carrying  a  squawking  chicken,  and  an
ancient crone in black. Widows wore black
for the rest of their lives, widowers wore a
black  armband  for  two  weeks.  Signs  of
tremors  are  still  raw  around  the  harbour,
although the quake hit a month ago. Both the
Ag Paraskevi  Greek  Orthodox  basilica  and
the  Ottoman-era  mosque  shattered  as  if  to
show god’s wrath equally distributed.

There are moral equations in life.
A  wasp  swims  in  my  glass  of  Hellenic
Mythos lager. I rescue the wasp, it preens its
wings dry delicately, then weaves a slightly
inebriated flight-path away across the tables
beneath the parasols. Do I now risk drinking
the  remaining  wasp-toxic  lager  risking
infection, or suffer the pain of leaving it un-
supped? Moral equations. A girl begs cross-
legged in the agora, cradling a baby ignored
in  the  opulent  swirl  of  tourists,  she  makes
you pause. What story has she to tell? If you
could ever  find out  her  truth,  if  you could
ever believe. Is the baby even hers?

Today we follow the  beach  tide-
line  to  the  next  village,  Marmari,  passing
through the  naturist  zone.  Mostly  withered
old Germans. No Aphrodite rises from these
waves.  To  participate  is  inviting,  but  as  a
concession  to  modesty  I  keep  only  my
sunglasses on as I bathe, later allowing the
warm Aegean sun to suck the moisture from
my  body.  Then  we  strike  inland  to  circle
around Alikes  –  the  salt-lake,  on the  route
back. Flamingos are on the migration route
here, birdwatchers peer through binoculars at
a  solitary  distant  stork,  a  German  woman
says  it’s  a  flamingo…  but  I  suspect  she’s
wrong. Then, further around the lake curve, a
sudden storm of wings, a hundred gulls lift
off  and  dance  in  startles  of  sound  and
aerobics.

“Will  there  be  pirates?”  says  the
little girl as we board ‘Er. Chrisoula’ for near
island Kalymnos. There’s a cave in the cliff-
face as we approach across the bay. “When
the  Italians  were  here,  it  was  forbidden  to
read or write Greek. So they set up a secret
school in that cave to keep our culture alive.”

A  big  healthily-pagan  bronze  sea-god
Poseidon  statue  looks  out  over  the
harbour, generations of sponge-divers go
back  over  two-thousand years,  a  simple
family continuity across ages beyond the
rise and fall of empires.

“Just  two?”  twinkles  the
grizzled  seadog  as  he  checks  boarding
cards  for  the  shy  young  couple  as  we
traipse  back  onto  the  ship,  ‘next  year
maybe three?’

Lots of Germans aboard, some
Dutch. You can tell the Brits by beer-guts
and tattoos. The men are even worse. At
tiny Plati island there’s a stand-off, three
ships  and  only two berths.  We lose  out
and  stay  anchored  in  sight  of  a  sole
inaccessible blue-and-white cube church.
Then  arid  Pserimos.  Drawn  by  the
ululation of  a sacred choir  leaking from
the church, I tip-toe around, peek warily
inside.  It’s  gloriously  elaborately  gold
with chandeliers and dark icons in panels
around the walls. But empty. The choir is
a  tape!  Greek  graveyards  are  ornate.
Within the white headstone are offerings.
Here, to the left, a black-and-white photo
of  wife  Calista,  to  the  right  a  photo  of
husband Vasillis, a joint photo at centre.
Together in life, together beneath marble.
I hope they lived happy lives, and enjoy
their shared afterlife.

Beneath the shifting phases of
a  huge  moon.  Full  tonight.  Giddy  with
sun-overdose and cheap wine, the sound
of bazoukis  on still  night  air.  A drift  of
bougainvillea petals in the hotel corridors.

Finally, Nissyros is  a physical
assault  on  all  senses.  Essentially,  the
island  consists  of  a  circular  volcanic
caldera,  with  a  small  village  and  a
monastery  clinging  to  the  rising  slopes,
before tipping over into the crater itself,
as  if  descending into a  lunar  landscape,
like  climbing down into the very pit  of
Hades  itself.  Another  planet.  Dormant,
yet still alive, it last erupted as recently as
1873,  and  you feel  the  heat  coming up
through the soles of your sandals. There
are yellow stains on pumice stones, and a
strong  hit  of  sulphur  from  wheezing
plumes  of  spooky  fumeroles  dancing
around open vents ripping the crust. It’s
easy  to  see  how  ancient  peoples  must
have  thought  of  this  as  a  mystical
gateway  to  the  underworld,  the  weird
crystal  formations,  perlite  and  strangely
patterned  chemical  growths  skews  an
alien sense that leaves you breathless. 

Dodecanese means a group of
twelve, although it consists of many more
islands  than  that,  some  uninhabited,
others  little  more  than  rocky  pinnacles
erupting up out  of  the sea.  All  of  them
typically  Greek,  yet  each  with  its  own
distinct character. And it’s stunning.

…..…….……….………………………...



Death And The Maiden
By Ute Margaret Saine

From her essay series
How We All Hang Together

The theme of  Death and the Maiden
through  three  centuries  of  music,
theatre,  film,  art,  politics,  and  the
history of medicine.

This turn-of-1900 photo reminds us of
the  delightful  Schubert  lied,  Der  Tod
und  das  Mädchen,  or  perhaps  the
eponymous play by Ariel Dorfman,  La
muerte  y  la  doncella,  about  the
aftermath of the Pinochet dictatorship
in Chile.

In 1994 it was turned into a film
by  Roman  Polanski,  with  Sigourney
Weaver  and  Ben  Kingsley  (Dorfman,
actually  identified  as  an  Argentine-
Chilean, is also a U.S. citizen; he was
born in  Argentina,  but  after  a stay in
the  US,  lived  and  studied  mostly  in
Chile.).  Based  on  Dorfman’s  play
performed in London in 1991, the plot
tells  of  a  woman  repeatedly  raped
while imprisoned by an unnamed Latin
American  right-wing  regime.  Years
later, by chance, she may or may not
recognize her rapist: he used to play a
tape of Schubert’s lied while victimizing
her.  (A  note  on  history:  Indeed,
Argentina  would  also  qualify  as  this
country,  because  the  Argentine  CIA-
supported  military  dictatorship  of  the
Nixon,  Ford,  and  Carter  presidencies
was  parallel  in  time  to  Chile’s,  but
ended  somewhat  sooner.  Chile’s
Pinochet ruled until 1990, including the
entire Reagan presidency.)

Death And The Maiden is the title
of  a  much  older  poem.  The  18th
century  pastor  and  poet  Matthias
Claudius, who lived in Wandsbek, just
outside the Hamburg city gates, wrote
it  in  the form of  a dialogue,  Der Tod
und Das Mädchen. In it, Death gently
assuages the maiden, alluding to the
ancient  metaphor  of  death  as  sleep.
The Maiden says: Go away, go away,
you  wild  bone  man!  (Vorüber,  ach,
vorüber,  geh,  wilder  Knochenmann!)
Her  vociferations  are  in  a  staccato,
though  in  a  minor  key,  while  Death
speaks  in  a  soothing  minor  legato
sostenuto,  almost  a  musical  murmur,
like the Commander in Mozart’s “Don
Giovanni.”  Erotic  overtones  are  more
explicit  in  the  photo,  but  are
nevertheless not absent in the lied.

A  historical  clarification  is  in
order.  Unlike  what  Death  and  the
Maiden seems  to  suggest,  in  past
centuries most  young women did not
die in  a  nubile  state,  but  after  giving
birth,  due  to  the  then  inexplicable
childbed  fever.  The  Austro-Hungarian
doctor  Ignaz  Semmelweis  discovered
in  c.1847  that  puerperal  fever  was

caused by doctors not washing their hands
before  going  to  the  maternity  ward,  after
having dissected corpses. One way for him
to  find  out  was  to  tabulate  that  the
hospitals  of  midwives,  had  only  5  %  as
many maternal casualties as hospitals run
by male doctors.

As  wikipedia  points  out,
“Semmelweis's  observations  conflicted
with the established scientific and medical
opinions  of  the  time  and  his  ideas  were
rejected by the medical community. Some
doctors  were  offended at  the  suggestion
that  they  should  wash  their  hands.”
Discouraged  by  his  monumental  failure,
Semmelweis died at age 47 in an insane
asylum. Schubert had already died at age
31 in 1828. 

In  1869,  the  great  Prague-born
Austrian painter  Gabriel  von Max painted
The  Vivisector  (Der  Anatom),  now at  the
Neue  Pinakothek,  Munich,  which  brings
our  topic  full-circle:  an  older  male  doctor
meditates  over  the  corpse  of  a  beautiful
young female,  while  lifting  up the  shroud
over her breasts. 

Death  And  The  Maiden has  been
seen  and  heard  world-wide,  yet  the
heterosexual  couple  of  Death  and  the
young  woman  only  makes  sense  for
people who speak a Germanic  language,
one  in  which  Death  is  gendered  as
masculine, as the male skeleton, or ‘bone
man.’  Chile  and  Argentina  don’t  qualify,
because  in  the  Romance  languages,  of
which  Spanish  is  one,  Latin  'mors'  -  la
morte,  a  morte,  la  muerte,  la  mort  -  is
feminine.  Unless  we  assume  a  Lesbian
relationship  between  an  old  crone  Death
and the young female beauty, which does
not seem to be the case. 

Nowhere  are  images  of  a  female
Death  more  abundant  than  in  Mexican
culture.  La  Calavera,  or  Calaca,  has
hundreds  of  nicknames:  Catrina,  Pelona,
Huesuda, Novia Fiel, Tilica, Dama Blanca,
etc.

The  engraver  José  Guadalupe
Posada  has  provided  her  most  enduring
portrait, but she is everywhere in the works
of Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, who, in
his  panoramic  painting,  A  Sunday
Afternoon Dream at the Alameda Central
(Sueño dominical en la Alameda Central),
represents  himself  as  a  little  boy  holding
the hand of La Calaca. 

Ultimately though, perhaps
we  humans  mostly  imagine
Death  as  androgynous  or
genderless, like an angel:

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Reviews by DJ Tyrer

When You Need Faith
By Ayshah Asiri

£5.99 / $9.95, pb, (also hb,
kindle), 58pp

ISBN 978-1-7869301-2-5
www.austinmacauley.com
Available from Amazon

It  is  always interesting to  read work by
poets from different backgrounds, Ayshah
Asiri being from Saudi Arabia, but having
gained a master’s in the USA.

She  experiments  with  various
poetic  styles  and  subjects.  I  particularly
enjoyed  An Autumn Leaf (“Leaves as an
autumn leaf! / before it falls, / I’ll burden
it with a tear. / Cry within your silence,”),
A  Whisper (“The  Morning  has  broken
over my face, / Heart’s shadow follows its
trace.  /  The  sun  says  a  bright  poem
outside  /  While  souls  hear  a  dark  one
inside!”), and Winter of War (“As a cloud
of silence passed by, / I saw your glowing
tears, / In a winter of war”).

An enjoyable collection for those
seeking new poets’ work. Recommended.

You Are Never Alone
A collection of poems and short stories

by Neath Writers’ Group on the
Challenges of Cancer

£5.75 (inc. P&P) payable to P. Knight
from Phil Knight, 12 Cook-Rees Avenue,
Hillside, Neath, West Glam., SA 11 1UN

Not  everyone  will  want  to  read  poems
and stories with a cancer theme, although
the  fact  the  proceeds  go  to  Neath  Port
Talbot Cancer Challenge Charity, should
encourage them, but this is not a mawkish
or  gloomy  selection.  Yes,  there  is
darkness, but it is leavened by hope and
humour  (for  example,  Medi  Speak by
Gereint  Jones  collects  all  the  confusing
and  hard-to-pronounce  terms  cancer
patients hear, and his poem The CT Scan
compares  it  to  “a  rather  large  washing
machine”!).

I  was  particularly impressed by
Coin by Glyn Roberts (“Water as you’re
drowning / coins for your eyes / a warm
embrace brings fever / smothers all your
cries”)  and  The  Cardiac  Light  Show
(“The black screen graphs my life / Held
fast  by  electronic  leads.  /  My  living
scrolls in waves;”),  and there are plenty
more good pieces. Recommended.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/When-Need-Faith-Ayshah-Asiri-ebook/dp/B07621K1Y9/
http://www.austinmacauley.com/


Why The English Hate
Surrealism
By AC Evans

It  is  a  paradox  that  Britain  has
engendered  many  acknowledged
precursors  of  Surrealism,  from  Cyril
Tourneur  to  Lewis  Carroll  (by  way  of
Swift,  Sterne,  Blake,  Coleridge,  the
Gothic  novel,  Emily  Bronte,  and  the
‘mirth and marvels’ of RH Barham, to list
just several examples) and, yet, very few
self-defined  Surrealists  in  the
contemporary  sense.  Despite  an
anarchic  dimension  of  subversive
fantasy,  a  ‘tendency  to  irrationality,’  in
English art and literature, and in popular
culture  generally  (Fred  Karno’s  Army,
The  Whitehall  Follies,  Round  the
Horne,  Carry  On films,  Union  Jack
knickers,  farcical  sex  scandals),  it  is
clearly the case that movements such as
Surrealism  remain  ‘foreign’,  indeed,
maladjusted,  when  transposed  to  the
British  context.  You  know,  it’s  ‘just  not
cricket,’ as they say in the ‘modern rustic’
kitchens,  chintzy  drawing  rooms  and
eco-friendly  conservatories  of  Middle
England.

Victorian Values

Generally  speaking,  Victorian  critics
regarded  artists  and  aesthetes  who
found  inspiration  in  Continental  trends
(eg  Swinburne,  Wilde,  Whistler,
Beardsley)  as  very  dubious  influences:
‘cuckoos  in  the  nest’,  or,  even,  a  dire
threat  to  the  moral  order.  This  stance
was exemplified by Robert Buchanan in
his  polemical  pamphlet  The  Fleshly
School  of  Poetry  and  Other
Phenomena of  the Day (1872)  where,
making a vitriolic  attack on  the frightful
influence of Baudelaire, the author refers
to Paris as ‘the most debauched city in
the world.’ Like Baudelaire and the Can-
Can, Surrealism was always going to be
seen  as  just  another  unwelcome,  ‘un-
British’ import, tolerated, reluctantly, as a
sinister aberration to be deported back to
the  Sin  Cities  of  Europe,  where  such
louche, ‘decadent’ japes rightfully belong.

One  thinks  of  the  ‘Mad
Frenchman’  gently  parodied  by  Arthur
Machen  through  the  character  of  the
worried  father  in  his  semi-
autobiographical  novel,  The  Hill  of
Dreams (1907):  ‘The  parson  began  to
fear that his son was like some of those
mad Frenchmen of whom he had read,
young fellows who had a sort of fury of
literature, and gave their whole lives over
to  it,  spending  days  over  a  page,  and
years  over  a  book,  pursuing  art  as
Englishmen  pursue  money…’  This
regressive  Victorianism  is  still  the
dominant  attitude  in  most  respectable
circles which, in the twenty-first century,
remain resolutely insular and Europhobic
in a typically British, supercilious fog-in-
the-Channel kind of way.

In  an  essay  on  The  Visual
Poetics  of  British  Surrealism (1996),

Michael Remy (‘that most unlikely creature, a
French enthusiast for English Surrealism,’ to
quote George Melly) probed this terrain and
explained  how  the  initial  progress  of  the
movement was impeded by an existing, well-
established  counter-movement  exemplified
by the theories of Roger Fry and Clive Bell,
defined by Remy as the ‘Bloomsbury Spirit’.
The  dominant  character  of  Bloomsburyism
(and its subsequent ramifications in the work
of Ben Nicholson and Duncan Grant among
others),  emphasised  a ‘visual  centrality’,  an
aesthetic dependent upon clearly delineated
conceptions  of  order,  structure,  integration
and unification. This quickly developed into a
doctrine  of  ‘pure  art’  characterised  by  a
militant  ‘exclusion  of  representation’,  the
pursuit  of  a  metaphysical,  almost  ‘spiritual’,
ideal of hyper-abstraction, a kind of ethereal,
visual music. A viewpoint later reinforced by
other  writers,  like  the  US  critic,  Clement
Greenberg,  who took  a similar  approach in
the  late  1930s,  promoting  Abstract
Expressionism  as  the  epitome  of  ‘superior
culture’ and a counterforce against Socialist
Realism and commercial (capitalist) Kitsch.

As recently as 1978, in a magazine
article,  Alchemy of the World, for  Harpers &
Queen,  novelist  Angela Carter,  who studied
the  gender  politics  of  French Surrealism at
Bristol  University,  bluntly  stated,  ‘the
movement  never  travelled  across  the
Channel,  not  even  in  the  ’Thirties…’  The
Dadas  are  more  fashionable,  now,  said,
Carter, and claimed explicitly that :

‘Surrealist  romanticism  is  at  the
opposite pole from classical modernism, but,
then, the Surrealists would never have given
Pound or  Eliot  houseroom on strictly  moral
grounds.  A  Mussolini  fan?  A  high  Tory?
They’d have moved noisily, but with dignity, to
another café.’

Consolidated  just  after  the  First
World  War,  the  stranglehold  of  this  all-
pervasive  Victorianism  (‘The  Bloomsbury
Spirit’  in  the  visual  arts,  Anglo-American
Classical  Modernism in  the  literary  sphere)
was/is almost total. Surrealists will always be
Outsiders, relegated to the cultural margins –
perhaps, no bad thing, it might be said.

A  Surrealist  Declaration of  1947
offered an insightful diagnosis of the English
anti-Surrealist  ‘paradox’.  Aside  from
immediate  factional  issues,  the  Declaration
identified wider concerns. These included the
need  to  combat  reactionary,  jingoistic
conformist  attitudes and ‘diehard militarism’,
which  may  be  typical  of  other  (apparently)
democratic European societies. Scorning the
notion that Surrealist revolt may be dismissed
as a ‘sin of youth’, the authors identified the
‘decentralised structure of English society’ as
a major problem and, further, highlighted an
all-pervasive ‘moral pressure’ from Protestant
Christianity  as  the  real  enemy.  ‘An  enemy
which  attacks  Man  from  the  inside…  an
enemy  which  is  itself  infinitely  divided  and
superficially liberal.’

Here,  Remy’s  analysis  of
mainstream  English  abstractionists  as
advancing a ‘teleological’ agenda, inherently
reactionary  and  anti-Surreal  in  its  concern
with the moral-spiritual function to the work of
art, is telling. He sees a specifically English
tendency  at  work  here.  A  ‘disembodied

functioning  of  the  spirit,’  the  legacy  of
Plato  and  Aristotle,  an  exclusive
formalism, an ‘optical  totalitarianism’,  the
‘subordination  of  the  emotion’,  a  puritan
mode of ‘aesthetic Quakerism’.

This  arises  from  the  innate
tendency of the English (in particular)  to
regard themselves as ‘more radical  than
the  radicals.’  We  Anglo-Saxons  suffer
from  a  deep  conviction  that  ‘true’
radicalism is embodied in a home-grown
tradition  of  religious  non-conformity  and
anti-establishment reformist dissent dating
back to the Civil War era, or, even earlier,
to the Peasants’ Revolt. George Orwell, in
his  essay,  The  Prevention  of  Literature
(1946), is among those who have defined
the  basis  of  English  radicalism  as  the
tradition  of  Milton’s  Areopagitica  and
Protestant  Nonconformism,  quoting  a
Revivalist hymn (Dare to be Daniel…) to
sum  up  his  notion  of  the  ‘heretic’  or
‘dissenter’  who  ‘refused  to  outrage  his
own conscience.’

That  this  semi-Calvinist
tendency, derived from a Biblical ‘we-are-
all-sinners’ egalitarianism,  is  central  to a
dominant, indigenous, iconoclastic cultural
formation  (owing  allegiance  to  Geneva
rather than Rome) hostile to Surrealism in
its pure form is undeniable.  It  is still  the
case  that,  even  in  these  wacky,  Post-
PoMo times, self-styled ‘innovative’ poets
from  these  damp-and-misty  isles  are
obsessed  by  language  in  a  completely
useless  manner;  they  flirt  with  fake
notions  of  ‘radical’  modernism  and,
furthermore,  are  crippled  by  a  form  of
‘ethical’ neo-Puritanism known as ‘political
correctness’.  They  affect  a  ‘progressive’
worldview,  incorporating  derivative,
tokenistic,  anti-establishment  attitudes
mixed up with pacifism and anti-capitalism
into  what  is,  in  effect,  a  reactionary,
scholastic,  conservative  sweetness-and-
light  agenda  justified  by  notions  of
‘respect’, distorted by the Cultural Cringe,
by  multiculturalism  and  the  worship  of
Family  Values:  a  classic  example  of
‘repressive  tolerance’  to  use  a  phrase
borrowed  from  Herbert  Marcuse,  or
‘trahsion des clercs’, as our French friends
would say.

The  Last  Laugh:  The  ’Sixties  and
Beyond

In  his  pivotal  text,  An  Essay  On
Liberation (1969),  Marcuse provided an
incisive  outline  of  the  radical  ‘new
sensibility’:  which,  in  pursuit  of  a  primal
form of  freedom as  biological  necessity,
must  pass  ‘from Marx  to  Fourier… from
realism  to  Surrealism.’  In  the  aesthetic
realm,  he  hailed  the  emergence  of
‘desublimated  ‘lower’  and  destructive
forms…  mixing  the  barricade  and  the
dance  floor.’  This  ‘new  sensibility’,  he
claimed,  was  not  only  opposed  to  the
traditional  ‘establishment’,  but  also
attacked the deadly  esprit  de serieux of
the socialist camp: ‘miniskirts against the
apparatchiks,  rock  ’n’ roll  against  Soviet
Realism.’  Indeed,  for  a  brief  moment,  it
looked  as  though  Surrealism had  finally



found  home.  Perhaps,  the  ‘permissive’
’Sixties zeitgeist marked the final end of
Victorianism and the Bloomsbury Spirit.

However,  the  force  of  the
political argument must be diminished in
the light of the social facts underlying the
so-called  Permissive  Society,  the
‘rebellious’  cultural  backdrop  to
Marcuse’s  text  (which  was  as  popular
here in Blighty as in the USA). To quote
rock critic Robert Christgau: ‘There was
a sense of rebelliousness… but, one of
the ways it was rebellious was it wanted
to  enjoy  having  more  pleasure  than  it
was told  it  could have.  This  was much
more  important  than  the  political
element,  numerically  speaking.’  These
remarks apply to the US, but the same
principle  applies  to  Britain,  where
hedonistic impulses were boosted by the
increasing affluence of the ‘You’ve Never
Had It So Good’ consumer boom, greater
social mobility, the availability of The Pill
and  the  liberating  effects  of  National
Service.

By  1967,  this  new  hedonism
had become a fully-fledged jet-set, high-
life  of  conspicuous  consumption,  as
exemplified  by  the  popular  advertising
slogan, ‘When you got it – flaunt it!’ Alan
Parker later remarked: ‘Images of Ursula
Andress coming out  of  the water  in  Dr
No were  more  appealing  than  a  monk
self-immolating in Saigon.’ Or, as Andrew
Loog Oldham succinctly  put  it:  ‘I  didn’t
have  any  goals,  it  was  all  just  a  lark.’
Obviously,  this  ‘surprise-wave’
Youthquake form of New Sensibility had
little  in  common  with  any  indigenous
British  notion  of  alleged  ‘radicalism’;  a
tendency which cannot escape either its
ascetic origin or the historical  legacy of
assorted  puritanical  Lollards,  Diggers,
Ranters,  Levellers,  and  troublesome,
lefty clerics in the tradition of John Ball,
‘the mad priest of Kent’.

For  Remy,  the  later  history  of
Surrealism  in  the  UK  is  limited  to  the
vestigial  activities  of  major  figures  from
the early period of the Melmoth Group of
1979,  which  disbanded  in  1981.  One
might  make reference  to  the  magazine
Manticore/Surrealist  Communication
(1997-2006),  published  by  the  Leeds
Surrealist  Group,  founded  with
international  links in  1994. He refers  to
various forms of ‘occultation’ maintaining
a  Surrealist  presence  in  the  UK  at  a
subterranean  cultural  level,  sharing  a
new spirit of gamesmanship infused with
a  quasi-Situationist  semi-occult  psycho-
geography.  This  latter  theme  is  also
explored  by  the  poet  and  novelist  Iain
Sinclair  (b.  1943),  including  his  more
recent work, such as London Orbital: A
Walk Round the M25.

However, he fails to account for
a  wider  resurgence  of  interest  that
surfaced  in  the  mid-’Sixties  and  early
’Seventies.  In  1969,  the  University  of
Michigan published the Seaver  &  Lane
first  full-length  English  translations  of
Andre  Breton’s  Surrealist  Manifestoes
(based on the definitive French edition of
1962),  followed  by  the  key  anthology,

Surrealists on Art (1970) from Prentice Hall,
edited by activist and critic, Lucy R. Lippard.
In  Britain,  at  that  time,  one  might  note  a
Surrealist  influence  (via  Artaud)  on
experimental  theatre,  in,  for  example,  of
Lindsay Kemp, Jane Arden and Peter Brook.
Also,  a  general  diffusion  of  Surrealism into
the wider  ethos  of  popular  culture;  into  the
‘underground  scene’,  New Left  politics  and
the  Mass  Media;  into  the  spheres  of
advertising  and  fashion  (the  ‘creative
revolution’)  viewed through the lens of  Pop
Art  –  or  ‘cult’  TV  shows,  such  as  The
Avengers.

Although  a  purist  approach  may
regard such tendencies as symptomatic of a
general  dilution  and commodification  not  to
be  welcomed.  It  may,  on  the  other  hand,
seem  that  the  Surrealist  spirit,  the  New
Sensibility  of  cultural  desublimation
(symbolised for many in post-imperial Britain
by the Profumo scandal),  did,  indeed,  have
the last  laugh;  gleefully  cocking a snook at
the strictures of aesthetic Quakerism; giving
Mrs  Grundy,  malcontents  of  post-imperial
humiliation,  like  Peregrine  Worsthorne,  The
Festival of Light, whingeing Hoggartists, and
high-minded  Leavisite  critics  from  the
‘grammar school ethos’ a run for their money,
at least for a short while – before the ’Sixties
spirit  of  ‘anarcho-libertarianism’  (Raymon
Durgnat),  with  its  ‘swinging’  lifestyle,
subversive  art  schools,  jet-age  flight
attendants in shocking miniskirts and ‘kinky’
PVC  boots,  softly  and  suddenly  vanished
away during the wasted years of the Thatcher
era.

Wider  interest  in  Surrealism  in
Britain in the ’Sixties was further stimulated
by  independent  publishers,  such  as  Calder
and  Boyars.  Calder’s  ‘French  Surrealism’
series included works by Breton (Nadja and
Arcane 17), Picasso (Desire Caught by the
Tail), Aragon (The Libertine), Arp (Collected
French Writings), and Tristan Tzara’s Seven
Dada  Manifestoes (translated  by  Barbara
Wright)  and,  in  the  ’Eighties,  the  Selected
Poems of  Paul  Eluard.  The  Calder  imprint
remained, for  many years,  a catalytic force,
publishing  related  authors,  like  Burroughs,
Beckett  (veteran  translator  of  Surrealist
poets), Borges, Raymond Roussel, Fernando
Arrabal,  Georges Bataille  (Eroticism,  1962;
Literature  And  Evil,  1973),  and  Roger
Vitrac. The diffusion of these texts in English
translation  –  often  for  the  first  time  –
contributed to a climate in which Surrealism
extended its appeal well beyond the sphere
of literary and artistic cliques.

That Calder regarded his publishing
activities  as  conflicting  with  endemic  anti-
Surreal  tendencies  is  evident  from  his
criticism of British indifference to art history,
hostility  to  both  intellectual  analysis  and  to
any ‘investigation of the creative process.’ As
explained  in  his  Introduction to  A William
Burroughs  Reader (1982),  he  lays  the
blame squarely on British ‘insularity’ and the
‘pioneer Puritanism of the American psyche,’
a  stance  basically  the  same as  that  of  the
Declaration of 1947 – and, of Michel Remy
in his 1996 essay.

Speaking  for  ‘serious-minded
readers’  in  his  Introduction (1979)  to  The
Oxford  Book  of  Contemporary  Verse,

1945-1980,  DJ  Enright  exemplified  such
mainstream  attitudes  when  he
parenthetically  dismissed  any  interest  in
Surrealism  as  a  ‘regressive’  mode  of
‘internationalism’, one of those tendencies
‘which reached their modest apex several
decades  ago.’  For  Enright,
‘internationalism’ was just one of the fads
and  fancies  of  contemporary  poetry,
among  which  he  includes  ‘free’  fantasy,
aesthetic  narcissism,  ‘difficult’  verse,
formalism,  Noble  Savagery,  Concrete
Poetry,  ‘Doing-Your-Own-Thing’,  Violent
Verse, Protest Poetry,  the ‘Struggle With
Words’  (language)  schools  and
Confessionalism,  which  he  described  as
‘one of  the saddest  epidemics of  recent
years.’

For  Enright,  all  of  these  poetic
fads  were  consolatory  activities,  arising
from either the de-materialisation of faith
or  from  trendy  education.  They
represented  the  antithesis  of  his  anti-
surreal ideal; ‘the poetry of civility, passion
and order.’ This sort of ‘no-nonsense’ talk
passes  for  pithy,  hard-nosed,  trenchant
criticism in certain circles, even today.
But, then – deep down – the English hate
Surrealism.
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Let Go
By John Light

Loud music plays;
my mind goes round;
another drink;
my mind floats free;
I see the lights
and feel you near.



Review By Paul Murphy

Beyond the Great Wave –
The Art of Katsushiko

Hokusai (1760 – 1848) at
the British Museum

Katsushiko  Hokusai  was  born  in  Edo
(Tokyo)  in  1760.   Europe  was
simultaneously  engulfed  in  the  Seven
Years War.   Then Edo had one million
inhabitants  like  London.   Hokusai  had
many names but the name Hokusai was
adopted when the artist was 39 and is the
most common of all the pseudonyms he
used.  Another one is Gakyo Rojin Manji
or  The  Old  Man  Crazy  to  Paint.   His
childhood  name  was  Tokitaro  (later
Tetsuzo), he was adopted by the mirror-
maker  Nakajima Ise.   In  his  teens,  he
trained as a woodblock cutter and by the
time he was 20 he became part  of  the
floating  world  school  (ukiyo-e)  by
joining  the  studio  of  Katsukawa
Shunsho.   Shunsho  was  a  leading
floating world artist and Hokusai stayed
with  him  until  his  death  in  1792.
Throughout  his  forties  and  fifties
Hokusai  completed  many  illustrations
for  popular  fiction  and  special
commissions  for  figurative  paintings.
These  illustrations  evoke  nostalgia  for
the period of the classical Samurai who
fought  with  longbow  and  two-handed
sword.  This era was now in the remote
past as muskets and later rifles had been
adopted  by  the  Japanese  since
Renaissance  times.   There  are  also
depictions of goddesses and dragons for
Hokusai  was  born  in  the  year  of  the
dragon and the creature would become a
symbol  recurring  throughout  his  art  to
the very end of his long life.

Hokusai  considered  only  the
efforts made after his seventieth year to
be  worthy  of  contemplation,  he  firmly
believed  that  only  if  he  practised
everyday  that  his  art  would  ever
improve.   Hokusai  had  been  drawing
from his earliest years and later engaged
with the commercial art of print making.
He  produced  many  influential  prints,
until,  in later life, he withdrew steadily
from commercial  activity.   Overall  this
exhibition  attempts  to  frame  Hokusai’s
life  within  an  understanding  of  the
Western discourse of ‘great men’ which
is why it is a bit puzzling to the viewer
that  the  focus  is  only  on  later  works.
Great  Western  artists  have  different
‘periods’.  But Hokusai cannot quite be
configured in such a way and his work is
more  comprehensible  within  the
tradition of Buddhism that he followed.
As he documents the different stages of
existence,  Western  concepts  such  as

‘art’, ‘tradition’ or ‘genre’ tend to fade away.
In  his  60s  Hokusai  encountered  a

period of hardship, he had endured a stroke
among other things, before embarking on his
most creative phase.  Hokusai began working
with imported European art techniques such
as perspective and he also worked with new
materials too.  He used the Old Dutch paper
obtained from the Dutch East India Company
or  VOC  and  new  pigments,  primarily
Prussian blue.  He thus moved on from book
illustration and  the  creation  of  silk  screens
embroidered  with  his  designs  based  on
genres, characters and incidents in Japanese
mythology and history to a medium which is
more  obviously  approachable  just  as
‘Western art’ is.  But these are not mere pale
imitations but new ways of seeing which are
also  typically  Japanese.   His  portfolio  of
prints,  ’36  views  of  Mount  Fuji’ contains
examples of his work with the new pigment,
Prussian  blue,  invented  in  Germany  in  the
18th century,  used  to  signify  the  time  just
before  dawn  when  everything  seems
nuanced, shaded, waking.  A peasant in his
little boat  throws water  from his  rice bowl
into  a  paddy  field.   Labourers  work
indefatigably in the shadow of the volcano
but ignore this sleeping giant  since it  is an
everyday  sight  to  them.   Travellers  throw
their arms around a great cedar tree so that
they might measure it.    Pilgrims cower in
the safety of a cave on the flanks of Mount
Fuji.   The  volcano was  also a deity  to  the
Japanese and climbing to the summit was a
form of worship, an essential pilgrimage for
every Japanese.  Hokusai was a Buddhist and
his religious views inform but fail to alter the
style or techniques of his art even when his
subject matter is blatantly religious.

Above  all  it  is  Hokusai’s  work  The
Great  Wave  off  Kanagawa (1832)  that
summarises his lifetimes achievement.  The
reasons for this are not immediately obvious
but  become  clearer  when  the  paintings
context  is  understood.   We glimpse  Mount
Fuji through the great wave, specks of foam
fall  on  the  distant  peak  like  snow  flakes.
Three  boats  filled  with  sailors,  strain  and
struggle to stay afloat.  The wave appears to
overshadow the  enormous  volcano  (a  peak
that  seems  to  overshadow  the  rest  of  the
landscape).   Hokusai  is  incorporating
Western  techniques  of  perspective  to
demonstrate that Mount Fuji is only relative
to the natural world that surrounds it, being
no more and no less a deity than the great
wave  is.   In  so  doing  he  challenges  the
traditional Shinto practises of nature worship
in favour  of  his  more developed and  more
progressive  Buddhist  practices.   The
Japanese also considered the Emperor to be a
deity, a belief they held up to and including
World  War  Two  but  not  beyond  it.
Knowledge  of  this  belief  provided  great
succour for their opponents.

Hokusai,  known  at  the  time  of  his
creation of ‘The Great Wave’ as Litsu, went

on  painting  into  his  80s.   His  typical
subjects were still lives depicting flowers,
birds and frogs, waterfalls and bridges.  In
fact, Hokusai was commissioned to paint
many  of  the  bridges  in  his  region  of
Japan.   He  also  produced  a  bird’s  eye
view  depiction  of  China,  Japan’s
sprawling neighbour  of  which little  was
known.  The depiction came purely from
his  imagination  since  travel  abroad  was
forbidden in the Edo period which began
in 1615 and ended about 1869.  Hokusai
was delighted to travel in his mind, like
later  artists  whose  lives  were  controlled
by  Totalitarian  and  other  authoritarian
regimes.   Isolation  permeates  the  art  of
Hokusai.

In later years Hokusai lived with his
daughter Oi in Edo.  He lived within the
complex of buildings which included the
Shogun’s  castle  and  the  pleasure  zone,
Yoshiwara.  Oi was also an artist, in fact
her  name  means  ‘follower  of  Litsu’,
Hokusai’s later pseudonym.

Hokusai’s  later  works  include
ghosts  and demons among many deluxe
commissions  but  also  manga.   Hokusai
created  many  books  of  manga  (which
means a rough, spontaneous sketch).  His
style  encapsulates  a  rough,  manga-like
spontaneity alongside figurative work that
is  deeply  considered  in  terms  of  style,
composition,  subject  matter  and
technique.

Hokusai  died  in  Edo not  far  from
his birthplace and his tomb is also in the
vicinity.  Hokusai was the miniaturist who
painted  in  series  with  a  sparkling
spontaneity  as  well  as  his  own  private
Buddhistic  beliefs  that  inform his  work.
He  imported  western  techniques  to
complete  the  direction  of  Japanese  art,
ensuring  that  modernity  surmounted
tradition.  He was also influential in the
West,  informing  the  work  of  many
members  of  the  avant-garde  such  as
Vincent van Gogh and Georges Seurat as
well  as  many  Impressionist  and  Post-
Impressionist  artists.   Above all  he was
part  of  the  vogue  for  Japanese  things
known  as  Japonism  in  the  late  19th

century.   Hokusai  establishes  a  bridge
between  east  and  west,  a  bridge  which
would  develop  through  the  new  art
movements springing up in Germany and
France.
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